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The Indian Journal of Anthropology (TIJS) is a peer-reviewed international journal of
anthropology devoted to all the ‘four fields’ of anthropological research. It publishes review
articles, original paper, brief communications, reports and announcements on anthropological
events like workshop, conference, seminar; anthropological research information, book-review ,
ethnographic film review and news related to anthropological interest. It accepts contributions
only from the scholars professionally belonging to the discipline of anthropology. It follows a
double blind system of review and conforms to the norms of academic publications.
Submission Guidelines
i) The submission should follow the following details: Cover letter, Title page , Abstract, Main
article , Photographs/Maps/Tables/Diagrams. It should be sent to the Chief Editor/ Regional Editor
by e-mail. Those who will send it by surface mail, must send two copies of article/ paper/ write up to
the editorial office. For reviews two copies of books or CD/DVD with a covering letter are to be
sent to the Chief Editor.
ii) The submission should be accompanied by a cover letter. It would clearly mention that the
paper is original, not submitted anywhere for publication and not published before. It will also
give details about the contributions of the co-authors if the paper has more than one author. It
should contain a brief explanation of what was previously known, the conceptual advance
provided by the findings, and the significance of the findings to a broad readership. The cover
letter may contain suggestions for appropriate reviewers and up to three requests for reviewer
exclusions. The cover letter is confidential to the editors and will not be available to reviewers.
iii) Title page should contain following information: Title (not more than 3 lines in 12pt bold [10
characters] or 14pt bold[8 characters] including spaces ), Short title to be used as running head,
Author(s) affiliation (department(s) or subunit(s), institution, city, state or region, zip code or postal
code, country, E-mail, Telephone numbers with country code), Corresponding Authors should be
marked with ‘*’( asterisks).
iv) Abstract should consist of a single paragraph of 200-300 words. It should clearly convey the
conceptual advance and significance of the work to a broad readership. In particular, the Abstract
should contain a brief background of the question, a description of the results without extensive
experimental detail, and a brief summarization of the significance of the findings. References should
not be cited in the Abstract. It should contain 6-10 key words.
v) The main paper/article should be within 5000-7000 words i.e 10 -14 pages as per the extant norm
of the journal app. 550 words per page. It is to be formatted in 12pts normal Times New Roman
(TNR) font with single spacing in soft copy submission or double spacing in hard copy ( two sets). It
should conform to the following guideline while arranging the main article:

a) The paper should have the sectional divisions ( may not always be as heading or sub
heading) : Introduction, Materials / Methods/ Literature reviews, Result , Discussion ,
Acknowledgements, Endnotes, References.

b) Subheading should be in 12pt bold in TNR and left aligned. Second subheading should be
12pt italics in TNR and left inclined. Each Heading should have double spacing with
preceding paragraph and single spacing with succeeding one. In case of Subheading there
will be single spacing with preceding paragraph and single spacing with succeeding one.
c) Formatting should be justified always.
d) Endnotes should be marked by superscript in the main text and listed at the end of the paper
before references.
e) In- text reference should be mentioned either as ‘Bose (1953)’ or ‘(Bose,1953)’. In case of
quoted text page number is to be given as ‘(Bose:: 1953:65)’.
f) In case of vernacular text quoted it should be in Romanization / IPA. Its meaning should be
given in a paragraph following the text. All quoted text including English should be given
in one point down in double spacing in all the four sides.
g) All vernacular words should be italicized with appropriate meaning explained in the text or
adjacent parenthesis. For names proper noun (river, book etc, ) ,caste/ varna/community
name , the first word is to be in capital followed by lower case.
h) Use single quotation mark for words not more than a sentence. Text quotation is to be
placed separately if it is more than one sentence in 1point down with single space in all
sides.
i) For further details please consult incaa reference manual at www.incaa.net.
Offprint
The author(s) will receive five copies of offprint of the paper/ article , but no copy of the journal
Article / paper , if not follow the above guideline will be summarily returned for revision. Any
further clarification may be addressed to the Chief Editor with a copy to Managing Editor (
sumahan.b@rediffmail.com) .
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